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Communities and Local Government Committee: Evidence Ev 1

Oral evidence

Taken before the Communities and Local Government Committee

on Monday 11 June 2007

Members present

Dr Phyllis Starkey, in the Chair

Mr Clive Betts Anne Main
John Cummings Emily Thornberry
Mr Greg Hands David Wright

Witnesses: Yvette Cooper MP, Minister for Housing and Planning, and Ms Michelle Banks, Director of
Planning Service Improvement, Department for Communities and Local Government, and Ms Bernadette
Kelly, Director of Planning Reform, Cabinet OYce, gave evidence.

Q1 Chair: Good afternoon. Minister, can I welcome Q2 Chair: Are you saying that the Department is
you to this session on the Planning White Paper and keeping it under review?
start by asking you questions relating to housing. Yvette Cooper: Yes. We are obviously doing the
You realise that we have a lot of topics to range work around eco-towns and new towns to higher
across in this session. The Barker report suggested environmental standards at the moment. That
that there might be greater use of delivery bodies in obviously raises questions about the appropriate
delivering housing—and you will know there have delivery vehicles to support those. You may be
been criticisms lately about the Thames Gateway aware of discussions with Cambridgeshire about
and the incoherence of delivery there—and yet the joint planning committees and so on for the North
White Paper is not making any proposals at all to Stowe development and diVerent delivery
encourage further housing supply through the use of arrangements. It is an area we keep continually
urban development corporations. Would you like to under review, but on a case-by-case basis, to see
explain why? what the most appropriate delivery arrangements
Yvette Cooper: Thank you, Chair. I should like to are for each area.
thank the Committee for doing this evidence session
today and introduce Bernadette Kelly and Michelle Q3 Anne Main: Reforming the current
Banks who are with me to provide additional help arrangements, including the introduction of
and detail should the Committee want it. The national guidance for major infrastructure projects,
Planning White Paper looks at the overall planning is proposed because you believe there is a pressing
system. It does not specifically look at housing need to enhance various things. This was suggested
because obviously we have already set in train a also in the 2001 Green Paper. If it is so pressing, why
whole series of pieces of work around improving has it taken the Government nearly six years to
supply of land for housing development and implement its previous proposal?improving the planning system around housing. In Yvette Cooper: We have already introduced a seriesparticular we set out PPS3 in advance, before of improvements to major Town and CountryChristmas last year. We did not want the Planning

Planning Act proposals. Many of those wereWhite Paper to re-open the whole debate about
introduced in the Planning Act a few years ago andPPS3; we need people to get on with PPS3, to start
have certainly speeded up the timescale for majorimplementing it and to start bringing forward more
cases that are decided under the Town and Countryland for housing to enable the rolling supply of
Planning Act. This is a more complex area becausehousing that we need. We do take seriously the issue
you are looking at infrastructure applications thatof delivery vehicles. On the Thames Gateway we
often involve multiple consent regimes. There mayhave already made a whole series of changes,
be some aspects that are aVected by the Town andincluding appointing a chief executive of the Thames
Country Planning Act, and there may be others thatGateway, and I am very happy to get into a debate
are aVected by transport legislation, energyabout the Thames Gateway should you so wish,
legislation and so on. It is a specific set ofparticularly around that. On the question about
applications that have very complex arrangementsdelivery vehicles for other areas, there is a range of
around them. As I say, we do see them as buildingpossibilities that could be used. It varies from area to
on the process of speeding up the majorarea as to which should be appropriate and which
developments and the planning process around whatshould be used. We think there is more scope for
was set out in the planning reforms a few years ago.using some of the UDCs and things like that, but it

is also important for local authorities to play a
Q4 Anne Main: Is this a shift then away from astrong role in place-shaping as well. It is one of those
developer-led proposal, say a rail-freightthings where you can take decisions area by area,
interchange or something similar, towardsrather than having a blanket approach that says,
Government identifying strategic places for strategic“such and such a delivery vehicle should be used in

every single area”. infrastructure?
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Yvette Cooper: That might vary depending on the will vary from one kind of infrastructure to another.
kind of infrastructure we are talking about. There Once you have set out your national policy
will be some areas where it is very much public sector statement, then the proposals set out here allow for
led in terms of the nature of the infrastructure the independent commission to determine a
provided. particular application and whether or not it should

go ahead.
Q5 Anne Main: Can you give us an idea of which
ones? Q8 Mr Betts: It seems to me that there is potentially
Yvette Cooper: A lot of transport infrastructure is a very fundamental change here in our wholeoften public sector led because it is public sector approach to planning. At present, based on thefunded, for example; but it will vary according to the

planning system, the planning oYcer receives ankind of infrastructure proposed. The more that
application from a proposed developer and he looksthings are done through a plan-led system, obviously
at it in the light of the local development framework,the better it will be. We are trying to set out a
the regional strategy and national planningframework within which the private sector can
guidance, and decides whether that is an appropriateoperate, and a clearer framework within which it can
place to put something, whether it be a power stationoperate. At the moment you will have a particular
or a wind farm, an extension to an airport or a newmajor infrastructure inquiry that could end up
airport. Here, are we getting to a situation where thedebating for a very long time the need or otherwise
planning system almost says, “Here is the nationalfor a piece of infrastructure and so on. If you have a
strategy; we are going to need a certain amount ofnational debate on the kind of infrastructure that is
power generation capacity and a certain amount ofneeded that is government led—but which needs to
airport capacity; which is the best place to put thatinvolve Parliament, local communities and local
capacity?” The planning system is now slightlyauthorities across the country—that is a much better
diVerent; you are not looking at an individualframework within which the private sector can put
application; you are looking at where the best placein applications.
would be to locate a new power station or a new
airport capacity, for example, in the country.Q6 Anne Main: Given that you have just excluded
Yvette Cooper: The planning system already doesmore the rail and transport side, there has obviously
that in diVerent ways. For some kinds ofbeen a lot of speculation in terms of the possible new
infrastructure it might do that at regional level asGovernment approach towards nuclear power
part of the RSS discussions; for some kinds ofstations. Is that the type of infrastructure that you
infrastructure it may look at it as part of localwould imagine, after public debate, in relation to
development frameworks and so on; so there arewhich the Government would decide appropriate
already discussions that take place with diVerentlocations?
degrees of specificity about the appropriateYvette Cooper: The approach that we have set out in
locations for diVerent kinds of development. Thosehere is that the Government would set out a national
discussions may not take place, frankly, aspolicy statement (NPS). That would need to be
eVectively as they need to. The diYculty that I haveproperly debated, and it would vary from area to
in answering these questions is that it will dependarea as to how far you go in terms of determining

specific locations. Some national policy statements from one kind of infrastructure to another how
might be very locationally specific and may be about many of those kinds of debates you have. If you are
“this area here, that area over there”, which is key in talking about major transport infrastructure and
terms of the kind of infrastructure that is required. major links from one location to another, the
Others may not be very locationally specific at all. location is quite important and the location will be
Actually, it is not for me, as Planning Minister, to set quite clear, but there will be other kinds of
out which national policy statement will have infrastructure where it is not, for example
diVerent levels of locational specificity because that infrastructure that would be geographically
will depend on the particular infrastructure and the dependent; for example reservoirs or wind farms.
ministers and the departments drawing up that
national policy statement.

Q9 Mr Betts: Are we not moving slightly to a
diVerent position? Currently, with each individualQ7 Anne Main: I can understand this, but I just want
planning application you look to see whether the siteto tease it out a little bit more, Minister. You would
applied for is appropriate. Are you not almostnot want to be specific yourself, but I am sure that
moving to a situation—and it might be wind farms,there would have to be certain policies, such as in
for example—where there will always be conflictsrelation to energy, that you would feel had to be
between the need to generate a unit of energy asdetermined nationally.
against the potential eyesore impact of a wind farm,Yvette Cooper: Some will have very clear specific
where there will be a requirement on the planninglocations and others will not. It will vary and need
system now not necessarily to ask if that site isto be set out very clearly within the national policy
absolutely appropriate but whether it is the leaststatement how far they think locational specificity is
inappropriate of all the various options to put windan important thing to be consulted on as part of the
farms if we are going to hit the Government’s targetnational statement, and how far that needs to be

discussed at regional level, at local level and so on. It of 20% renewables by 2020?
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Yvette Cooper: First, I should clarify that on a lot of Stansted or Robin Hood Airport. Those are trade-
oVs that a developer is not necessarily going to do,the wind farm proposals we are currently not

proposing that they should be decided by the IPC. because they are going to have a vested interest in the
particular project they are committed to.Where they are currently decided by the local

planning authorities, that should continue to be the Yvette Cooper: Again, the diYculty in answering the
case. The role of the Infrastructure Planning question is that it will vary substantially from one
Committee (IPC) will still be to decide in relation to kind of infrastructure to another. You could
an individual application whether it is an envisage a national policy statement around ports
appropriate site for that application or not, and to for example that might look at regions and criteria
look at the locational issues, what the local for locations and what a national approach to ports
environmental impact might be, what the local cost might be. That might therefore have an impact. You
benefits and so on will be. The IPC will still have to would have those debates about appropriate
play that role in the planning process, just as locations or at least appropriate regions and things
planning applications are determined at the like that as part of the debate around a national
moment. They will still have to have those debates policy statement. However, when the IPC then has
and community consultation, and that kind of to consider an individual application, it will all be
analysis and decision-making, in exactly the same about asking if this particular application about this
way that the current process does. particular expansion is appropriate or not; or if this

particular development is appropriate or not for that
particular site. The balance between how much is

Q10 Mr Betts: I am not quite sure what has looked at as part of a national policy statement and
changed then. how much is looked at by the IPC will vary from one
Yvette Cooper: What has changed is that you look at area of infrastructure to another. I am very
the level of need as part of the national policy conscious of not being able to answer in precise
statement. At the moment, when you have an detail the Committee’s questions on this, and I
application that comes in, for example, for a new recognise that, and that is partly because it will vary
airport or for an additional terminal at an airport, or from policy area to policy area, and individual
a major piece of infrastructure, the debate at the ministers for those policy areas will have diVerent
planning inquiry will include not only whether it is views about how specific they should be. It is also
an appropriate location, but whether there is a need because we need to consult further on the proposals
for this type of infrastructure at all. Probably an in the White Paper and take people’s views on the
individual planning inquiry is not the best place to be way in which those locations should be properly
deciding whether or not there is an overall need; and debated and how much should be done as part of the
whether or not there is an overall need for an NPS, and how much should be done at a later stage.
additional airport or an additional piece of
infrastructure is something that should be decided,

Q13 David Wright: You say, Minister, that it variesdebated and scrutinised at national level first.
between policy areas. What happens if there is a
windfall provision of land, for example, within a

Q11 Mr Betts: To be absolutely clear, at the next policy area that totally changes the national
stage, when looking at whether a site is appropriate framework and the national approach? How would
to meet that need, will there be any element of saying ministers then step back along the line and review
it is the best site to meet that need? the national framework? Planning opportunities
Yvette Cooper: I think this is a really interesting come forward, do they not: tracts of land become
issue. In other parts of the planning system we have available; options become available that change the
a sequential test, for example when we look at retail. dynamic of the debate? How do you step back in the
I think that this is one of the issues that we need to process in terms of timing?
explore as part of the consultation. The IPC will Yvette Cooper: We have said in the White Paper that
need to look at a whole series of things. You would national policy statements would need to be
expect the developer, when doing a developer’s reviewed probably at least every five years; that there
consultation, to have looked at alternative locations would need to be a process by which new evidence
for this particular piece of infrastructure; and the could be brought forward. So if local communities
IPC would be able to refuse to consider an thought there was new evidence material to a
application that had not had appropriate particular national policy statement, they would be
consultation by the developer. We are introducing a able to put that forward and put it to the Secretary of
new obligation on the developer to consult local State. We do recognise that there will be areas where
people and local communities. That might be a stage things will change in terms of policy, in terms of
at which they would look at alternative locations, technology, in terms of land availability and so on;
but this is an area that we need to explore further as and there will need to be a process to address that.
part of the consultation on the White Paper.

Q14 David Wright: You are saying there will be a
trigger mechanism in the system for developers whoQ12 Mr Betts: Some might go beyond an immediate

vicinity. It might be that there is a decision to be are promoting schemes, and local residents, to come
back and request a review of the national statement.made about whether you expand Heathrow or
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Ms Kelly: There will be a mechanism that allows scrutiny, perhaps by a select committee, but will the
statements actually be voted on by Parliament andpeople to present new evidence, which they may

argue means that all or parts of the policy statement will there be a democratic decision to adopt that
national policy statement?should be reviewed, and then the relevant secretary

of state would need to take a view as to whether that Yvette Cooper: We have not set out precisely the
form that parliamentary scrutiny should take. Weevidence was so material as to require a review of all

or part of the national policy statement. It does not would obviously be interested in the views of the
Select Committee on that. We have identified thenecessarily mean that people would have a right to

demand because, obviously, these policy statements Select Committee as potentially playing a role in the
parliamentary scrutiny. We have not taken a view onare intended to provide some long-term certainty,

and having them constantly triggered for review that at this stage and will wait to hear what the
responses are to the consultation; but we do thinkwould undermine that purpose. There would

certainly be a provision for people to bring forth there should be a parliamentary role in terms of
setting out the national policy statements.evidence; the Secretary of State would need to

consider it, and decide whether or not, in the light of
that evidence, a review was merited. Q18 Mr Hands: Can I raise an issue that has been

raised with me by the London umbrella group, the
Q15 Emily Thornberry: Minister, I would like to go Amenities Society? They have raised with me the
back to the statement you made that already within danger, not with the current Secretary of State, but
planning there are, for example, regional spaces a secretary of state of the future, who might make
strategies decision-making, but that they are really rather sudden and arbitrary decisions around a
site-specific. They quite often will identify, for national policy statement to justify a particular
example, that in the east of England we could do project going on somewhere. What kind of
with a rail freight terminal, but it is not site-specific. protections will there be against a secretary of state
Then, if one is granted, is it up to the developer, if he proposing rather sudden and often arbitrary
still wishes to, to go ahead and put in more—or will changes?
the Government now be more prescriptive and say, Yvette Cooper: You would have to have a clear
“We do not actually need another one in eastern process for a national policy statement. You would
England, we need one somewhere else in another have to have a clear consultation process. You
quadrant for around London”? Is that the shift of would have to set out what the parliamentary
emphasis—which is what we are looking for—or process was. We are not doing so at this stage
would it still be the position that if a developer wants because we want to hear responses, but that does not
to come up with two or three in the east of mean you have it as an open-ended issue. You
England—blow the fact we have already got one— clearly have to set it out and we would want to take
if it fits the site and fulfils the need to get freight oV all of this into account in drafting the legislation. We
roads, you would still say “that is fine”? I want to have also set out the point at which you would expect
know if there has been a shift in emphasis. it to be possible to have legal challenges to the
Yvette Cooper: Again, it will depend on the kind of national policy statement, to ensure that it has been
infrastructure we are talking about, so it is properly consulted on, has been through proper due
conceivable that a national policy statement might process and so on. Clearly, there would need to be
do precisely as you say. It might say, “For this protection against arbitrary changes and short-term
particular kind of infrastructure we need one in each changes in the national policy statements, but that
region” or “we need a particular kind of thing that seems possible to do.
has got locations attached to it”—not necessarily
site-specific locations but broad areas; or it might

Q19 John Cummings: I will be very brief because youhave much more locational detail. It would be
have touched on the matter already with Greg. Thepossible under this framework we have set out to
2001 proposals for parliamentary involvement inhave a national policy statement that did precisely
planning for major infrastructure was not pursued.that. It would also be possible to have a national
Can you tell the Committee what the reasons arepolicy statement that was much broader. In this we
now for reappraising parliamentary involvement,are trying to set out a framework that can be used in
and do you propose that the relevant selectdiVerent ways for diVerent kinds of infrastructure
committees should be required to scrutinise nationalaccording to the issues that faced that kind of
policy statements and to do so within a specifiedinfrastructure.
time frame?
Yvette Cooper: I think we would be slightly cautious

Q16 Emily Thornberry: So you do envisage some about sitting in front of the Select Committee and
scenarios where that is a possibility with this new telling the Select Committee that we were requiring
structure? it to do anything. We are not at this stage setting out
Yvette Cooper: You could do that within this the way in which parliamentary scrutiny should take
structure. place, and we are interested in views on the form of

that parliamentary scrutiny. It would be very
diYcult and inappropriate for Parliament to have aQ17 Mr Hands: What sort of timeframe would you

expect to see for a national policy statement to be role in individual planning decisions. Those are
eVectively quasi judicial decisions and need to bedrawn up and for consultation to happen? You talk

in the White Paper about there being parliamentary taken in a particular way to ensure fairness to all
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sides. However, in terms of shaping the overall read it, on grounds of incapacity or misconduct.
Surely, there must be other ways in which one couldnational policy against which individual decisions

are taken, we do think that there should be a remove one of those commissioners if the quality of
their decisions and everything else was incrediblystronger role for Parliament in shaping that

national policy. poor, or indeed if there were a change in
government? If there were a change in government,
and a change in national policy statements, wouldQ20 John Cummings: Will you be sharing that
that not suggest that there might be a change at IPC?thought with the chairs of select committees before
Yvette Cooper: The role of the IPC is to takeyou finally make your mind up? Will you consult
decisions in response to a national policy statement.them in any detail?
It would certainly be open to a new government,Yvette Cooper: I think that is probably a very
obviously, or a new minister, to change the nationalsensible idea and we would certainly—
policy statement; and then the IPC would respond in
accordance with the new national policy statementQ21 John Cummings: But do you intend to?
and would take decisions in accordance with it. YouYvette Cooper: We would certainly be interested in
are trying to avoid a situation where the members ofselect committees’ views. I am slightly cautious in
the IPC feel that they have to take a decision in asaying this in that there are obviously other
particular way for a particularly politicallydepartments and other ministers and select
controversial application because otherwise theycommittees involved in this, but we would certainly
might get removed from their jobs. You are trying tobe very keen to have the select committee’s views on
avoid that kind of thing and establish appropriatethe form that parliamentary scrutiny should take.
independence. If there are particular concerns of the
Committee, we are very happy to look at those, butQ22 Mr Hands: Can I put it to you very briefly? In
I think you would agree that it would be right tomy view, it would be unacceptable to have national
have an appropriate kind of independence for the—policy statements that have not been subject to a

vote of Parliament; and they could be treated
perhaps in the same way as secondary legislation Q25 Mr Hands: It would certainly be an appropriate
sent to a committee. If these national policy independence, but you have to make them
statements are going to determine the whole accountable. If you are going to have them with
planning framework around a particular issue, it eight-year terms, where they cannot be removed for
seems to me inconceivable that it could be going any reason other than misconduct or incapacity,
through without a vote of Parliament. I appreciate that is not making them in any way accountable to
you say you want an increased role for Parliament Parliament, this Committee or anybody else.
here, but I think that is essential. It does not seem at Yvette Cooper: Interestingly, they have to take
the moment you have any firm commitment that decisions that are quasi judicial, and we do set up
there be a parliamentary vote on this. systems to take quasi judicial decisions in a way that
Yvette Cooper: I think this is not the right stage for is diVerent from the way in which we set up
us to set out detailed proposals on this. As I have democratically accountable decisions.
said, we want to hear views that come forward. Once
we have looked at diVerent views put forward,

Q26 Mr Hands: Does “quasi judicial” not imply thatincluding from the Select Committee, then we will
there should be a right of appeal? However, it soundstake a view about the appropriate form of
as though there is no right of appeal!parliamentary scrutiny.
Yvette Cooper: There will always be issues whereChair: Can we move on to the role of the
someone thinks the IPC has not done its jobInfrastructure Planning Commission?
properly or has not operated within the framework
of law that it is supposed to operate in, and in thoseQ23 Mr Hands: The IPC will have to make some
circumstances there will clearly be a role for thediYcult decisions, obviously. How will the
courts or for judicial review. We are trying to set upGovernment ensure that it would remain
a framework that is fair and transparent, as part ofindependent when it was likely to come under
the legislation, which gives the IPC a particular rolesignificant sustained local and/or national pressures?
within national policy statements that are drawn upYvette Cooper: It is, but the Planning Inspectorate
by Parliament. It is a diVerent framework from theremains very clearly independent, and that often has
one that currently operates, and clearly the detailto deal with very controversial applications and
needs to be got right as part of the legislation, whichoperates in a very clear, independent way when
is precisely why we are consulting on the Whitemaking its recommendations. Clearly, the IPC
Paper proposals.would be set out in statute, as part of the legislation;

and that is what would very clearly establish its
independence. Q27 Mr Hands: You say policy statements drawn up

by Parliament, which Parliament, it seems, will not
have the opportunity to vote on, even thoughQ24 Mr Hands: Clearly, the Planning Inspectorate is

a diVerent kind of body; it is an appeal body rather Parliament may have the opportunity to scrutinise
them. You are then going to have them decided bythan an initiation body. The White Paper calls for

the new IPC commissioners to have eight-year these IPCs, with fixed eight-year terms, which are
totally unaccountable. They even have the right, asterms, and they could only be removed, as far as I
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I understand it, to conduct compulsory purchase of Yvette Cooper: Again, this area needs to be set out
in more detail when it comes to the draft legislation.land without any consultation locally or any right of
What we are trying to achieve here is to allow theredress locally. Surely that cannot be right?
IPC to be able to take decisions that allowYvette Cooper: Again, we have set out proposals as
streamlining. There are areas where a whole series ofpart of the White Paper, and again these are areas
multiple consents is involved, where you have awhere we will be listening to the consultation
whole series of diVerent regimes being pulledresponses. The Commission will have to publish
together, and it is about being able to respond andreasons for its decision and account to ministers and
take the decision rather than having a whole series ofParliament for its overall performance. If it cannot
parallel decisions having to go to ministers whereset out reasons, the whole framework around
those parallel decisions are consequential on thejudicial review is all based on reasonable behaviour
original decision of the IPC. That is the frameworkand being able to set out reasons and so on. There
we are trying to set out, but, again, this is an areaare all sorts of processes where we ask the Land
that needs to be set out in more detail in theTribunal, for example, to take independent
legislation.decisions around the kind of compensation that is

appropriate, where you have compulsory purchase
Q30 Anne Main: How do you envisage theorders, where we do set up independent and quasi
membership of the IPC; what qualifications wouldjudicial frameworks for taking decisions. I think
you need to be a member of the IPC; and how manythere is a long tradition of those kinds of approaches
people would it involve?in the British legal system, and we would need to
Yvette Cooper: We have set out in part of the Whitedraw on those approaches in terms of getting the
Paper some particular proposals around who wouldlegislation right here.
be on the IPC, around the kinds of experience and
expertise they would have to have. You really want

Q28 Mr Hands: I very much debate your point as to a range of diVerent people with diVerent kinds of
whether this is a quasi judicial process. As somebody expertise.
who has been involved in a lot of quasi judicial
processes it does not sound to me like one. As a final Q31 Anne Main: I would like to know how the choice
point, how do you foresee the IPC and local would be made, not the skills they need.
authorities communicating eVectively to deliver a Yvette Cooper: They would be appointed by
programme around an NPS? ministers but according to the Commissioner for
Yvette Cooper: Local authorities, we think, should Public Appointments’ Code of Practice. You would
have a specific status in terms of drawing up of need obviously to have a very transparent process,
national policy statements and in terms of the but you also want people with expertise around
consultation process around individual planning, engineering, economics, environment and

so on.applications. On the quasi judicial point, you
recognise that ministers under the current process
take quasi judicial decisions on the basis of Q32 Anne Main: As far as my colleague’s point on
individual planning applications. The current eight years or ten years, you could understand why
process involves very diVerent decision-making a new set of ministers might be somewhat unhappy
processes than many of the ordinary decisions that with a group of people chosen by the outgoing set of
ministers take where they are directly accountable to ministers.

Yvette Cooper: The individuals appointed wouldParliament. We should recognise that the current
obviously have to operate within a clear frameworkprocess is very diVerent in terms of the decision-
that was set out by the national policy statement;making. To come back to the wider issues, we are
and it would be up to ministers to revise the nationaltrying to suggest a framework that is diVerent in
policy statement very swiftly, should they so choose.order to deal with the problems that the planning
Chair: We should move on to the next section, whichsystem has traditionally had. There are a whole
is the Planning White Paper’s policies related toseries of areas where further work needs to be done
climate change.on the detail, and that is precisely why we are

consulting on the White Paper rather than going
Q33 Emily Thornberry: Chapter 7 contains quite adirectly to legislation; but we have to recognise the
lot on climate change. One of the things we wantedproblems in the current system that it is trying to
to ask you was in relation to the house-buildingaddress.
industry. As far as we understand it, local authorities
have lots of diVerent policies, and we particularly

Q29 Mr Hands: Can you say what the quango’s want to know about how to meet the zero carbon
relationship with current legislation would be? My development. We also wondered whether, given the
reading of the White Paper is that the quango will importance of economies of scale, consideration was
have the rights to overrule existing legislation, or being given to guidance being given to local
even amend existing legislation. Surely, we cannot authorities so that things are standardised across
have this unelected quango being able to do that on Britain.
legislation that has been voted through Yvette Cooper: The Building Regulations are
democratically by this Parliament, if there is going to national standards. The reason for that is to allow

builders/developers to make economies of scale andbe no democratic vote on amending it?
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to be able to operate within a clear, transparent Q36 Emily Thornberry: So it will be worth
considering when people are putting in a planningframework that does not vary as soon as you move

half a mile up the road into a diVerent local authority application that part of that was this?
Yvette Cooper: We would probably want to look atarea. It is certainly the case that, in terms of getting

to the zero carbon homes within ten years, what we this as part of that work with the task force but also
as part of the consultation responses to the packagedo not want to have is hundreds of diVerent sets of

standards in every part of the country, where in one that we put out before Christmas.
local authority area you have to put turf on the roof,
and in another local authority area it is all wind Q37 David Wright: Given this additional workload,
turbines and in another local authority area it is how are you going to support local authority
something diVerent. That is why we are clear that we planning departments in actually making
want the national framework of Building assessments of applications? Certainly, my
Regulations to increase the standards and cut experience, particularly in the Midlands, is that
carbon emissions. We have set out a timetable at where you have large-scale developments coming
three years, six years and ten years. We do think that forward, developers are saying to me that local
there will be areas where on sites it might be planning authorities do not have the capacity in
appropriate to go further and faster. For example, if terms of planning skills within their departments to
you have a site where you know that you can put in deal with applications that are becoming
place a good CHP scheme linked to a local power increasingly complex. How are you going to support
station, or local industry, or where you have for a local authorities?
particular geographic reason an opportunity to Yvette Cooper: The planning delivery grants have
generate renewable energy for the new made a big diVerence, I think, to planning
development—on those sites it might be appropriate departments across the country. Those have made
to say, “We should be able to demand higher some diVerence in many areas. We are looking at a
standards.” We have said that that should be done range of ways of being able to further support
through the development plan and tested so that planning departments. One is to be able to take away
there is a proper opportunity to scrutinise it, not from them some of the minor applications that
simply to be done at the last minute in an arbitrary currently take up an awful lot of their time. We have
way. Secondly, we should specify levels according to a specific separate consultation on that. The second
the Code for Sustainable Homes, so you would set is to look at the future of planning delivery grants,
out code level 3 or code level 4 (or whatever the linking it to the housing delivery grant and other
appropriate code level should be) rather than setting options in terms of providing incentives and
out the detail of particular technologies that should investment for the future to support planning. The
be used. In that way you give developers and third is to look at planning delivery agreements—
industry the flexibility to meet the standards in the these have been very popular where they have been
way they think is most appropriate, rather than tried—where you have an individual agreement
specifying the inputs at a local authority level. between the developer and the local council about

what the timescale should be. It might be a longer
timescale but you actually set out what a clearQ34 Emily Thornberry: You have talked about the timescale should be and you can look at diVerentbuilding regulations and the importance of them. ways of funding that if you have a majorAre you intending to alter them so that they remain development, diVerent approaches to planning feesthe fundamental regulatory tool in order to reduce and so on, where you could envisage developers

carbon emissions? paying more for a particular application in order to
Yvette Cooper: Yes. make sure that they actually can provide the

capacity to get those decisions taken. We are
consulting on a range of those sorts of possibilities,Q35 Emily Thornberry: Are you thinking about
around planning fees, planning delivery agreementsintroducing, when people put in a planning
and other approaches. We think there isapplication, that they not only put in a planning
considerable potential there but obviously it has toapplication but they also put in a related document
be done in an appropriate way.which is about their carbon reduction assessment?

Yvette Cooper: We set up a package before
Christmas, which was the new draft planning policy Q38 Mr Betts: Coming on to micro-generation
statement on climate change alongside the timetable measures and how we might be considering
for what would eVectively be revisions to the changing permitted development, particularly in
building regulations in order to get to the zero terms of wind turbines. I suppose there has a
carbon framework. We currently have a task force suspicion around that while there may be individuals
which has been set up working with the house who like putting their eco-credentials, their green
builders but also with the LGA, with the supply credentials, on their CV by sticking a wind turbine
industry and so on, to look at what other things on their roof, actually, in most cases they are pretty
might be needed in order to support that and in ineYcient. They are probably not a terribly good use
order to make sure that you can deliver the steps of resources and average wind speeds are not high
along the way to get to the zero carbon homes. What enough to make them work eVectively, so why do we
we will do is consider any other proposals as part of allow them to proliferate and despoil the built

environment?that work.
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Yvette Cooper: I think what we want to do is to make brownfield land being used for housing in areas
where it is much needed and where it is not neededit easier in general to make minor improvements and
for economic development.minor changes to people’s houses. Secondly, we

want to make it easier to promote micro-generation.
A lot of that might also be about solar panels and so Q40 Chair: Can I just ask you about the level of
on. I do not want to go into detailed comment on detail that the planning process can get into in
individual technologies other than to mention one supporting economic development policies? A lot of
particular site visit I went on where they had these local authorities are trying to develop clusters of
homes that were a kind of passive housing, many of particular types of industry, often high-tech
them. It was a really great design development where industries. Do you think that the planning process
they had a large wind turbine to support the overall needs amendment to allow authorities to favour that
development, but the man who showed me round, sort of industrial development in a particular area
who was very passionate about cutting carbon and exclude other industries that would not
emissions, showed me his fridge; he had a fantastic contribute to the particular specificity of the cluster?
new fridge, and he was strongly against individual Yvette Cooper: It is a diYcult one as to how far you
wind turbines on individual houses and pointed to ask the planning system to look at particular

applicants eVectively. Where you are talking abouthis fridge and said that by installing this one fridge
kinds of industry or kinds of land use, the planninghe had cut far more carbon emissions than most
system can distinguish between diVerent kinds ofpeople did by individual wind turbines on their
land use, whether it is around leisure, industry andhouses. That was his view. I am not an expert on
so on. It is harder for the planning system to identifyindividual wind turbines so obviously I cannot
particular kinds of business and respond diVerentlycomment further. What we want to do is to provide
in that way. What I think we are keen to do is to seemore flexibility through the planning system. We are
local authorities able to use the planning system toconsulting on the idea of local authorities being able
support clusters, to support appropriate economicto remove some of these permitted development
development. That is one of the things that wasrights, if, for example, it was an area where it was not
identified as part of the Barker review but you haveappropriate, for example, there was not any wind in
to recognise also the limits of the planning system’sthat area and this was something that was not going
ability to make judgements about diVerent kinds ofto be eVective. Again, what we want to do is get the
development as well.responses to the consultation before making final

decisions on that.
Q41 Chair: So your view is that local authorities
should use other levers?

Q39 Chair: Can I ask a number of questions relating Yvette Cooper: I would be cautious about how far
to economic development? The first one is why the the planning system is able to choose between
Government has not made any clear statement that diVerent kinds of development. You can where there
land that is currently allocated for employment are land use implications but, as you say, there are
should be retained for this purpose. I am conscious, other levers to look at. Again, we will need to have
for example, in my own constituency of enormous a detailed discussion about PPS4, and we will
pressure to convert employment land to housing, obviously need to take evidence as we do so.
notwithstanding the fact that we are actually trying
to reduce the number of people travelling to work Q42 Anne Main: The White Paper refers to the use
and therefore need to retain a balance between of market information. There has been quite a lot of
employment and housing. discussion in the media about the retail needs test. I
Yvette Cooper: We want to do a revised PPS4, which would be quite interested if you could expand on
looks at the overall approach to planning for whether or not you envisage the retail needs test
economic development, just as we did with PPS3 for being dropped.
housing. We have previously made statements about Yvette Cooper: We set out in the White Paper the
local authorities looking seriously at their land approach that we want to take, which is to replace
which is allocated for employment because we know the current needs test and the current impact test
there are some areas where land has been held for with a new test. There are some limitations to the
employment for a long time and it should be better current needs test and the way it works which can
used for housing in areas where there is a shortage of prove anti-competitive, which can, for example,
housing supply and in fact there is no demand in that mean that you have an edge-of-town development in
area for the additional employment land. Of course, an area where the town centre needs to expand and
it is right that local authorities need to get the an application for an edge-of-town development can
balance right and need to recognise areas where they end up being turned down on the basis that there is
need land for economic development. The PPS4 we not a need simply because there is an out-of-town
would envisage will look at the issues around land retail development not that far away. So there are
supply for economic development as well as the areas where you can have perverse consequences
appropriate criteria to be taken into account around from the existing needs test. Equally, we are very
individual applications in terms of economic clear that to simply have the impact test and the
development as well. That is the opportunity for us sequential test without the needs test would be
to look further at this issue. What we would not detrimental to the town centre approach, and so we

are not proposing to simply remove the needs testwant to do, however, as I said, is to prevent
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and to just depend on the current impact and a sound understanding of both the need and the
demand for new facilities.” So there is still a needssequential test. Instead, what we think we need is a

new test. We have already been talking to a range of test, is there not?
Yvette Cooper: You certainly need to look at need indiVerent stakeholders about how you would draw

up that test to appropriately focus on town centres, terms of deciding, should your town centre expand,
whether you have enough areas designated for retailto keep that ‘town centre first’ approach central in

the policy, but equally to be more pro-consumer and development. There are plenty of towns across the
country where actually the town centres are oftenpro-competition as well.
designated too narrowly and actually towns should
be expanding towards economic growth. Of course,Q43 Anne Main: I noticed that you use the words
you might want to look at issues around need and so“pro-competition” “competitiveness” and “talking
on as part of that LDF process. But we are talkingwith a range of stakeholders”. Do you accept there
about having a new test in place and that new testhas been some concern that this is a big business led
would apply to individual applications. We are notproposal with a lot of lobbying on behalf of very
talking about having a need test for individuallarge retailers—I am not going to name them but we
applications.all know who we mean—rather than take into

account some of the smaller businesses, which often
strive to survive within local authorities? If you have Q46 Mr Betts: I will move on to the new test in a
had a recent retail needs test survey done by a local second. One issue of concern is still around the
authority, such as my own, would that still be potential impact on town and city centres. The
allowed to stand given any changes that you may be Government has every right to be pleased that there
proposing? has been a switch of emphasis in terms of new retail
Yvette Cooper: Obviously, we need to set out the development, favouring to a greater extent now
detail of how the new test would work and have town and city centres, but while it has gone up from
proper consultation on it. You talk about lobbying. 14% in 1994 of new retail space that has been
There is obviously intense lobbying in all directions developed in town and city centres, we are still only
around this and we are very clear that the previous up to 40% of the total, are we not? So we are still not
approach in the ø80s and early ø90s was actually talking about a majority of the new retail
very destructive to town centres and had a very high development in town and city centres. Can we be
proportion of out-of-town development and we are absolutely assured that any changes in this White
very clear that we do not want to return to that Paper if carried through would not reverse that
approach. I think the approach that we need to take improvement and we would actually see more than
obviously needs to take account of the views of 40% of new retail development going on in town and
smaller retailers, smaller businesses, and they are city centres?
often central to competition and have a serious Yvette Cooper: Our intention is very clearly not go
amount of impact. back to the old framework and not to go back to the

level of out-of-town development that we were
seeing under the old framework. That is preciselyQ44 Anne Main: Can I ask about lobbying on behalf
why we have rejected the proposal to simply removeof smaller businesses? Have you had much feedback
the needs test and to simply have the impact test. Ifrom smaller businesses on the impact of your
think the area where this applies most importantlyproposals?
actually will be around edge of centre development,Yvette Cooper: To be fair, we have not set out
which is currently not included in town centres, so itdetailed proposals yet. What we are doing is saying
is not included under the current town centrethat we want to draw up a new test and what we want
framework but is in areas where actually what isto do then is to consult on it. This is an area where I
really happening is that town centres should bethink the detail really does matter and therefore
expanding and you get potential developments onpeople will want to discuss precise details, precise
the edge of centres which are prevented as a result ofphrases. We could get right down to precise
a competitor suddenly proposing an expansionlanguage on the page that people want to discuss,
instead, or an extension instead, or an out-of-townbut it seems to me that it is possible to have an
development proposing an expansion instead andapproach which is very strongly pro-town centre but
therefore undermining what actually is eVectively aalso gets away from some of the perverse
development which could have a positive impact onconsequences of the current tests that are in place at
a town centre.the moment.

Q45 Mr Betts: Can I ask a question on the needs test Q47 Mr Betts: I want to move on to that in a second
but I want to be reassured that the Government’sand the new impact test? First of all, we are not going

to have the needs test for individual applications but intention is to do better than the 40% rather than
seeing that figure reduced.the White Paper still says that the issue of need and

demand for new facilities will have to be part of the Yvette Cooper: Certainly our intention is to continue
with the town centre focus and to continue withLocal Development Framework (LDF) for an area.

The White Paper states: “It is essential that local town centre regeneration. What we have not done is
set a specific target about what proportion of retailauthorities have robust evidence-based plans and

strategies that are up-to-date and which set out a development should take place in town centres but
we are very clear that we want to see—clear and proactive vision for town centres based on
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Q48 Mr Betts: We would not want to see less, important. Clearly, we would also want to make the
impact on the town centre the central consideration.would we?

Yvette Cooper: What we are certainly not wanting to That is the most important thing.
do is to change the approach so that you end up with
losing development from town centres at all, no. Q51 Mr Betts: Those are the sort of issues where you
What we certainly want to see is more regeneration cannot commit yourself to saying they will be in the
around town centres and more focus on town centre new test but they are the sort of issues you will be
development. looking at as part of the consultation?

Yvette Cooper: It is inconceivable that you would
have a new test that would not look at the impact onQ49 Mr Betts: Can we just be certain about edge of

centre? I wonder whether at some point there might the town centre. It has to be about the impact on the
town centre but you are right; the issues we arebe guidance given because there can be edge of

centre developments and edge of centre interested in looking at are the wider issues around
social impact on the town centre, economic impactdevelopments. Some can be eVectively an integral

part with good transport links into the centre, others on the town centre, sustainability. I think the point
about social inclusion is a very interesting one andcan be sat on the edge of a centre but are nothing

more than really an out of centre development stuck how you can build that in. All the points you are
raising are the kinds of things that you would wanton the edge of a centre where the only real access is

by car and you have all the problems you would have to take into account.
if they were five miles away.
Yvette Cooper: Yes, you are absolutely right. When Q52 Mr Betts: Developers do say to you, and I have
I am talking about edge of centre, I have seen cases a lot of sympathy with them here, that certainty and
where, for example, you have town centres where it consistency are absolutely crucial, in particular for
takes five minutes to walk across the town centre new town and city centre developments. I just refer
from one edge of centre application to another edge to my own city of SheYeld, where there is a major
of centre application; it is actually a very short walk scheme going ahead, a new retail quarter.
between the two and yet, because of the way in which Hammersons are the developers, John Lewis are
town centres are designated and theway in which the doubling the size of their store and are really
needs test operates, you can have those applications committed. When you talk to them seriously they
being aVected even though they might actually both will say how marginal the decision was, what a long
have a positive impact on the town centre. What I time it has taken to stack up, there has been help
am not trying to do is to rewrite the way in which from English Partnerships to frontload the funding
PPS6 should work through evidence of the Select of it to make it work. It is probably going to take ten
Committee because obviously, this is an area where years from the start of the process to John Lewis
you have detailed consideration and you have to get actually opening part of their new store. They have
the detail right. What I am trying to explain is why site assembly, CPO. There are long time frames, and
there might be improvements that you could make there is a big risk that any significant change in
that could help town centres rather than simply see planning policy that suddenly produced more out-
any change as being detrimental to town centres. of-town development could put that whole process

at risk. It is only going ahead because of the certainty
that the Government is being consistent and the CityQ50 Mr Betts: Can I just come on to this new impact

test and just link it in with the point you made about Council is being consistent in supporting town and
city centre first policies. Any fundamental changeconsumer benefits from maybe greater competition?

We all know that some developers have been could unravel all that.
Yvette Cooper: I think we are clear that, in terms oflobbying for relaxation and it may be the out-of-

town centre in an area is a Tesco and Asda are keen what a new test would look like, its aim will be to
support exactly that kind of development in exactlyto put up competition in another out of centre site,

and consumers might get some benefit in price from the same way that we do at the moment, and so to
keep that very clear priority for town centrethat competition but it will only be certain

consumers, the ones who have cars and can drive development and to stop it being undermined by out
of centre development that has a detrimental impactthere. When we look at the impact of that, are we

going to have regard in the new test to the whole on the town centre. We are very clear that we need
to continue with that ‘town centre first’ approachissue of social inclusion, for people without access to

cars, to sustainability, so we look at reducing the and also to prevent damaging out of centre
development. I do recognise that there is a risk thatamount of driving that goes on, for all the obvious

reasons, and at the economic vibrancy of town until a new test is set up, people will raise questions
and uncertainties and so on. What we want to avoidcentres and the impact on them from any potential

out-of-town developments? is any planning blight around this and that is why we
have tried to be very clear about the Government’sYvette Cooper: Again, what I do not want to do is

obviously set out the way a new test would work in intentions, why the Secretary of State, Ruth Kelly
has set out very clear statements in speeches and sodiscussion, without a clear programme of work to do

so, because we want to do this in a proper, systematic on about the very clear priority that we attach to
town centre development, to regeneration, to cityway and to have a proper consultation on it.

Certainly, at a time when we are setting out a new centre investment and regeneration, because we are
very clear we want to be able to support thatPPS on climate change, clearly, sustainability is
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investment framework and to support that long- town centre and help it compete with this out-of-
term investment and not have it jeopardised by town centre development that exists. That is the kind
people fearing that there will be destructive out-of- of perverse consequence you can have under the
town development, which we definitely do not want current arrangements but certainly I am not in any
to see and will not build into the new planning way suggesting that you would therefore have a
proposals in the new PPS6. system which makes it much easier to get edge of

centre developments which would be detrimental to
the town centre. Certainly not. You want to be able

Q53 Anne Main: On the edge-of-town, I just caution to support your town centre but you also want to
the Minister to be sure that all aspects of this are prevent some of the perverse consequences in theconsidered, because there are many complex towns existing system.and cities, such as St Alban’s, which has a vibrant
market that comes three times a week that relies on
the fact that there is not a large out-of-town Tesco, Q56 Chair: I think we have explored this issue long
sucking 24 hours a day. If your competitiveness is enough, though, as everybody knows, it is an issue
more important than, say, the vibrancy and diversity of enormous importance to all of us. Can I briefly,
of some of the quirkier market towns that we have, Minister, ask about the requirement on local
it could be that the perverse consequence would be authorities to pay full regard to the economic
that you have the competitiveness in price but you benefits of a development and what that would mean
lose the diversity of many of our cities and towns. I for the developer? Do they have to provide an
really hope that this move does not achieve that. economic impact report? Does it have to be
Yvette Cooper: It is that sort of diversity and the consistent with the Treasury’s Green Book? Will this
impact on the town centre which is exactly the kind just be another huge amount of technical
of thing that you want to make central to the new information that nobody will read?
test. Yvette Cooper: Are you referring to our proposals to

revise PPS4?

Q54 Anne Main: So that diversity of supply of goods
and services will be an important part of it? Q57 Chair: Yes.
Yvette Cooper: Yes. You want to be able to talk Yvette Cooper: Again, I am slightly conscious, as
about the impact on the town centre and the strength with all of your areas of questioning, what you are
of the town centre, and that means not simply a often asking me about is detail that we would need to
narrow definition of what a town centre is. It set out properly through documents that would need
actually means you take account of all of those sorts proper consultation on. So we would need to do a
of things. Precisely how you do that is something draft PPS4, just as we will need to do a draft new test,
that you need to have a whole series of detailed just as we will need to do detailed proposals around
discussions about, but we are very clear that what we national policy statements. In all of these areas I do
do not want to do is to have a swing back to the not want to be making policy on the hoof in response
unrestricted out-of-town development that we had to your questions.
in the past and to have a system which permits Chair: In that case, maybe you should take it as an
damaging out-of-town development. Quite the indication of the sorts of questions we will ask youreverse. on the consultation when we get round to it.

Q55 Anne Main: It is the edge-of-town that you
Q58 Mr Hands: I have a very quick couple ofreferred to and I mentioned, that with a five-minute
questions on local accountability in relation to thewalk you can be out-of-town, which is not far to go
IPCs. Will there be a commitment that the IPCs willif you are having your fruit and veg at half the price
meet in public? Yes? Will they be subject to athat you could have it in the town. That is going to
standards regime as local councillors are, and willbe a very fine balancing act for some of our smaller
they be eVectively salaried government employeestowns and cities.
sitting on the quangos and how many do you thinkYvette Cooper: If an edge-of-town development is
might be needed?damaging a town centre, then it should not be
Yvette Cooper: Certainly, they would obviouslypermitted. The issue is there will be some areaswhere
have to conduct inquiries in public. They would haveactually you will have edge of centre developments
to have proper procedures. They would have to havethat might support the town centre and might be
a whole series of . . . They would have to operate ingood for the town centre and might be good for that
a framework which covered propriety issues and soarea of the town centre where the needs test might
on. Obviously, we would have to set out a lot of thismake them impossible because of an out-of-town
detail either in primary legislation or in some areascentre development. So you could imagine an area
in secondary legislation, which is where a lot of thewhere if you have a proposal for an out-of-centre
procedural guidance applies for local decisiondevelopment and a rival developer, a competitor,
making. I do not know, Bernadette, if you want tosays, “You don’t need this additional retail space
say any more about the detail of the Commission asbecause we have already got an out-of-town
we envisage it at this stage.shopping centre that is sweeping up the need.” You
Ms Kelly: What we are envisaging is between 20 andtherefore might prevent an edge of centre

development which actually might help support the 30 commissioners, although obviously that is a point
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on which it would be helpful to get views. They performance agreement with the planning authority,
would be appointed according to the relevant rules that 13-week target could be suspended as long as
in relation to public appointments, and they would you had an agreed timetable in place.
need to be independent. The Commission would be
supported by a secretariat of oYcials appointed on a

Q63 Chair: Are you saying therefore that it would besimilar basis as they are to other independent bodies,
longer than 13 weeks?independent regulators and so forth.
Ms Banks: It could be, or it could be within the 13
weeks. The point is there is an existing target of 13Q59 Mr Betts: One brief issue: national parks. They
weeks whichwould apply in all cases. So it would notare a very special part of the planning system. Is
aVect that target in relation to other planningthere anything in this White Paper that would
applications but it would allow an agreed process forfundamentally alter the role of national parks as
these very major applications. This is responding aplanning authorities?
bit to feedback which has suggested that whatYvette Cooper: No.
developers want is certainty. They want certainty
almost more than speed. They want to understand

Q60 Anne Main: Can I ask a very brief question on when they are going to have a decision and be clear
the fee structure? You touched on it earlier, saying about that rather than be wondering whether the 13-
with large applications you may need to pay towards week target is going to be met or not.
possibly expediting the application. Do you envisage
a radical overhaul of the fee structure at every level?
Yvette Cooper: We set out a specific consultation Q64 Mr Hands: A final question on the IPC.
document around these, though the main thing is Presumably, these public meetings of the IPC under
not in the White Paper; it is one of the parallel the ECHR would have to allow representation rights
consultations that we set out. Michelle, do you want for those who are immediately aVected, in the same
to add anything specifically about the detail of the way that planning application committees at the
fees proposals? moment are having to be changed so that there is a
Ms Banks: Yes. The separate consultation public right of representation. Do you think that
document that was issued with the White Paper that could, ironically, end up slowing down the work
looks at how best to fund the planning application of the IPC because presumably on these large
process. The powers that local authorities have infrastructure projects there could be quite
allow them to charge for planning applications on a significant public representation rights, not
cost recovery basis but we know from research that dissimilar to a public inquiry?
has been carried out that in recent years the cost of Yvette Cooper: You envisage an IPC holding a
providing that planning service has not been met by public inquiry eVectively. You need to have a public
fee income. In fact, the shortfall has been something inquiry for major infrastructure projects. I do not
in the order of 40%. So the consultation paper think that changes. You have to have some sort of
proposes options for generating more fee income process of transparency in giving evidence and also
from planning applications. allowing those who are aVected to be able to give

evidence. What we are actually proposing in
Q61 Anne Main: So to meet that 40% deficit, do you addition is what is described as an “open floor”
envisage that the local authority will up fees in stage, in which people would be able to give evidence
whichever areas to cover the 40% or will there be and to try to shift the emphasis away from what is a
some guidance centrally from government as to very adversarial system at the moment, in which
which fees should rise? often people in local communities can end up finding
Ms Banks: The consultation paper sets out that they are eVectively simply out-manoeuvred by
proposals for a general fee increase. For good barristers on the other side who put over a case
householders it would be around 7%, £10, on a and they do not have the resources to put forward
standard householder application. Then we are their case in the same way, and to give the IPC
looking at a scale of fees going higher for other types members more ability to probe and to play more of
of applications. It also proposes removing the cap of an active role themselves in terms of asking the
£50,000 on the largest applications but there is also, questions. Obviously, the process has to be ECHR-
as the Minister has mentioned, a separate compliant, it has to be compliant with the Human
consultation paper talking about planning Rights Act and there will need to be further detailed
performance agreements, where developers could debate. We are obviously seeking views about the
negotiate an agreed timetable for the process of proposals that we set out on the examination stage
looking at their planning applications. You need to in the White Paper but we do think that there is
look at both the proposals together. actually a way here to give local communities and

individuals who are aVected more say and more of a
Q62 Anne Main: You do not envisage that would role in the process than often a lot of them currently
elbow them to the front of the queue? feel that they have.
Ms Banks: For the planning performance
agreement, it would be for negotiation. The target

Q65 David Wright: I wanted to ask briefly about thefor major applications at the moment is to be
changes to permitted developments. This is one ofdetermined within 13 weeks, and the proposal is that

if the developer could negotiate a planning the most confusing areas of planning regulation. I
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think most of us would welcome a process which Ms Banks: The proposals in the consultation
document set out the rules that would apply to allowwould simplify the development process. How do
permitted development, and that is based on the ideayou envisage the White Paper working on this? The
that that permitted development would not impactconcern clearly is, if people feel there is a lot more
beyond the host property, and so long as it fallsflexibility in terms of permitted development, you
within that scope of permitted development, and weare going to reduce the workload on planning
think that our proposals will be clearer than theauthorities having to consider applications but you
current system, which relies on an assessment of thewill also increase the level of complaints from
volume increase. The idea is that the householderneighbours. How is this going to balance out?
would be able to tell with a high degree of certaintyYvette Cooper: The proposals were drawn up based
whether what they wanted to do would be permittedon work with local authorities, around the kinds of
development. If it is permitted development, theyapproaches that local authorities and planning
will not need to make a planning application. Thereauthorities tend in practice to use at the moment in
is potentially—and this is something we hope we willterms of determining which are the cases that they get some feedback on through the consultation—anactually need to seriously look at and engage in in issue perhaps for local authorities about how much

some detail and which are the proposals that, attention they need to pay to the permitted
frankly, are relatively straightforward and should be development in case something goes wrong but in
able to be ticked through. It has been very much principle we think there should be a fairly hefty
based on discussions with local councils and saving for local authorities, we estimate about
planning oYcers across the country on how you 85,000 applications fewer than at the moment
distinguish between the straightforward cases which because, as the Minister has said, the workload is
should not need planning decisions and how you can very bottom-heavy. We have not gone into the detail
separate out the cases where actually there is going of how a local authority might choose to monitor
to be a problem because it will have an impact on the this or anything like that but what we are essentially

setting out is a system whereby a householder can beneighbours and it is going to cause diYculties or
sure by looking at the rules that what they proposecause problems for the neighbours. Obviously, the
would be permitted development and thedetail has to be got right on this and that is why,
involvement of the local authority should beagain, we have a detailed consultation on these
minimal.proposals to be set out. The aim is to try and make

it simpler for those cases that currently planning
Q67 Anne Main: You did not really touch onauthorities would rather not have to make decisions
materials, but are conservation areas opted out ofon because they are straightforward and because it
this?is obvious and they do tend to just take them Ms Banks: I apologise for missing the point aboutthrough as fast as they possibly can, but it does take materials but in the consultation paper where we set

up an awful lot of their time in doing so, to out what the rules would be—and they are very
distinguish between those cases and the cases where specific—one of the rules, which is new, is that the
it is a real problem for the neighbours and there materials have to match those of the existing
should be proper protection to make sure that they dwelling house.
can have a proper, considered process.

Q68 Anne Main: What about conservation areas?
Ms Banks: Conservation areas potentially could

Q66 David Wright: What is the assessment regime have a higher degree of protection. Local authorities
going to be? There has been some talk about would have the capability to introduce extra
independent assessment regimes. Who is going to protection, not just in conservation areas but in
run that? Who is going to pay for it? What kind of areas where they thought exceptionally high
judgement is going to be made on whether materials protection would be needed on permitted
are suitable in relation to existing property? development.
Yvette Cooper: You have seen the proposals that are Chair: Thank you very much indeed, Minister. I
set out in the specific consultation on the suspect this is a topic we will return to several times.

Thank you.householder development consent.
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